WHAT IS VIRTUAL
REALITY?
Tech terminology often gets blanketed across
all genres within a medium. Distinction and
comparisons are important in understanding the
differences and which genre works best for you.

Virtual reality specifically refers to
simulated environments using highpowered headgear and computing power.
Users can interact freely with and impact
their virtual environment.
Virtual Reality

Augmented reality overlays virtual 3D
graphics onto our view of the real world
but with little sensory input from the room
your actual body is in.
Augmented Reality

Mixed reality is similar to augmented
reality, with the key difference being that
in mixed reality the 3D graphics overlay
in the real world can interact with real
objects around you.
Mixed Reality

HEADSET TECHNOLOGY
VR is differentiated by headset technology
with options like Google Cardboard,
Samsung Gear VR, Oculus Rift, HTC Vive,
Google Glass, HoloLens, and Magic Leap.

Mobile Phone
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The headsets are low cost, can
be custom printed with your
logo, and shipped flat. These are
100% reliant on smartphones.

The Oculus Rift and HTC Vive
are the first attempts into the
most advanced hardware
associated with virtual reality.
Adding a high-end PC to power
the headset and sensors means
more engaging, immersive, and
interactive experiences.

The focus in this technology is
utility. Augmenting reality with
data and applications that, for
instance, let you access digital
information layered on top of the
room you are in.
With Microsoft HoloLens,
instead of being limited to
a virtual space created by
sensors, the HoloLens allows
movement in and around your
space without being plugged
into a computer by using a
custom chip.

Mixed Reality

Magic Leap
Magic Leap’s product is still
under development and we
won’t see a consumer model
until possibly next year. The
Magic Leap has mixed gaming
and practical experiences
that interact with our actual
environment. The Magic
Leap also understands hand
movements more intelligently, so
it can track natural movements.

CASE STUDIES
These are some selected case studies
where VR has been used to fuel
consumer engagement.

Company: McDonald’s

Company: Mountain Dew

Target: Gen Z kids that grow up Target: Millennials and Gen Z
with the McDonald’s brand.
Strategy: Targeting their highly
Strategy: Creating an additional active sports-focused audience
use for the Happy Meal® box.
by creating a custom 360º video
Kids can fold down the box into snowboarding trip with popular
a cardboard headset for mobile
pro snowboarders.
phones.
Benefit: Brand association
Benefit: Perceived value;
with the activity and pros;
custom branded tool with high
memorable; highly targeted; cool
frequency use.
factor.
Cost: $

Cost: $$

Company: Lowe’s

Company: Merrell

Target: Baby Boomers and
Gen X

Target: Gen X and Millennials

Strategy: Lowe’s created a
much sought after tool for their
target market. Using custom VR
software they created a room
where customers can design
their own space by virtually
stepping into it, and easily
creating their dream room.

Strategy: Merrell launched a
new hiking shoe and created
a memorable and engaging
experience where their audience
could wear the shoe and
hike through an extremely
demanding trail virtually.

Benefit: Extremely targeted and
engaging experience; audience
was able to test the product in
Benefit: Branded tool only
located at retail level; directly ties real life and virtually.
into the purchasing and sales
Cost: $$$$
process.
Cost: $$$$

AUDIENCE
Target demographics play an important
part of integrating a VR strategy into
your marketing mix.

Baby Boomers

Generation X

Millennials

Generation Z

Ages 51–69

Ages 35–50

Ages 20–34

Those born since 1995

According to studies, only
64% of Baby Boomers
surveyed are interested in
VR, making them the least
interested group.

Now outnumber
Baby Boomers.

Communicate visually in
their personal lives.

Ranked second highest
to Millennials in owning
smartphones.

After Generation Z, the
second most excited group
about VR—indicating how
quickly the market could grow.

By 2020 Generation Z will
account for 40% of all
consumer spending.

Many of those in Generation
X are new parents and family
oriented.

Key group where age and
tech experience intersect.
Millennials will be early
adopters.

The hybrid generation
between Millennials and
Baby Boomers.

Least likely generation
to communicate online
and prefer face-to-face
communication. Focus on
immersive experiences
connected to your product
or service.

Baby Boomers continue
to spend more time on
computers than mobile
devices.

Extremely interested
in new tech.

Grew up with innovations in
tech and gaming. Interested in
interactive experiences.

Have always been in a world
with mobile connection.

BUDGET
Cost is a variable that strongly
influences the right fit for your
VR strategy.

Low

Medium

High

10k–50k

50k–90k

100k+

Consider the use of
off-the-shelf demos.

If you can imagine it you
can build it.
Professionally produced 360º
video tied into your business
or brand.

Augmented reality (AR) used
without a custom application
is an inexpensive form of
VR that will increase brand
engagement.

High engagement and
relevance tied in directly to
your brand.
Custom mobile apps
combined with targeted
campaigns.

Hardware investment is
relatively low compared to the
amount of people you can
take through a demo in the
lifespan of the hardware.

Can develop for multiple
platforms, such as mobile,
HTC Vive, and Oculus Rift.

S T R AT E G Y
The last variable to think about
is, what strategy you want to
incorporate VR into?

Conference

Mobile

Direct Mail

In Home

VR is at early enough stages
that it is a strong differentiator
at conferences.

Integrating any form of
VR or AR can add a level
of engagement to your
campaigns.

Inexpensive opportunity
to reach mobile friendly
audiences.

It’s possible to reach
audiences at home through
desktops and computers
using 360º video.

Creates a high level of
engagement and is a great
tool for creating conversations,
and engaging audiences with
your brand.

If you can imagine it you can
build it.

Tech savvy demographics
have access to the right
smartphones and Gen X /
Gen Y are already using VR.

Most VR experiences can
be output to files that are
desktop friendly for follow up
campaigns.

Google Cardboard headsets
can be custom branded,
shipped flat, and have a highperceived value due to the
enabling of VR.

SOLUTIONS
These variables are all factors
to think about when building an
effective VR strategy

CUSTOM VR
EXPERIENCE

OFF-THE-SHELF
SOLUTION

360º VIDEO
ENGAGEMENT

COST EFFECTIVE
MASS MARKET

Budget permitting, the most relevant
and engaging experience would
be to create your own VR content
from scratch, for whatever delivery
method you think would be most
suitable.

Better suited for in person and
small group brand engagements,
there are an incredible amount of
off-the-shelf solutions and delivery
methods.

Multiple entry points into 360º video
gives you options for differing levels
of engagement with your audience,
depending on your budget.

Depending on the demographic you
are targeting, one of the most cost
effective solutions to reach a large
audience is a direct mail campaign.

If your audiences are mobile phone
users, create your own content with
cost effective equipment or by hiring
a studio. Ideas range from showing
off your manufacturing process
to following someone through the
product journey.

The Google Cardboard headset can
be used with any smartphone, and
can be branded or custom printed
with your logo or design. It can be
mailed flat or handed out during an
event.

Some examples involve developing
custom games, creating tools to
enable your customers to solve
whatever problem your service or
product addresses, and creating VR
content to accompany any major
campaigns.
This content has limitless potential
and can be delivered in many ways.
Product launches can be combined
with customer VR experiences.

Mobile off-the-shelf VR apps have
less customization options when
trying to adapt off-the-shelf to
your business or brand, but have
a large selection of choices. Once
you invest in equipment such as
the Oculus Rift / HTC Vive, some
basic options for customization start
popping up dependent on the type
of off-the-shelf app.

Multiple delivery options include
email campaigns, websites, custom
app development, or hosting on
YouTube VR.

Low initial investment compared
to other VR software means it is a
great starting point to connect with
your audience and start bringing VR
into your promotional strategy.

Mobile apps can be developed
to support direct to consumer
campaigns.
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